Life Christian Counseling Network, LLC
Clinical Excellence from a Christian Foundation

DIRECTIONS FOR
“Life Christian Counseling Network”
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church at
901 3rd St. NW
Washington, DC 20001
From Maryland:
Take 295 N to the 3rd street Tunnel stay to the middle lanes come off 395 at 2nd Street and make a left at
the 2nd stop light onto H St NW, stay in the right lane and make the next right onto 3rd street Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church is the RED Church on the right side of 3rd Street. Park in to Church parking lot directly
across ( on the right ) from I St NW. If no one is at the door to greet you please ring the bell someone
will be right there to open the door for you. When you enter the building please tell the person opening
the door you are there for Life Christian Counseling. Proceed down the hall to the second door on the
right and enter the elevator through the lobby. Go to the second floor when the elevator opens on the 2nd
floor there will be a lobby style seating arrangement on the left wall please have a seat and the counselor
will be with you in time for your appointment.
From the Silver Spring area:
Take Rt. 29 South into the District and make a left on to Mass Ave, a left onto I St, ( after 6th St. ) and I
street dead ends into the parking lot for the Church. If no one is at the door to greet you please ring the
bell someone will be right there to open the door for you. When you enter the building please tell the
person opening the door you are there for Life Christian Counseling. Proceed down the hall to the
second door on the right and enter the elevator through the lobby. GO to the second floor when the
elevator opens on the 2nd floor there will be a lobby style seating arrangement on the left wall please
have a seat and the counselor will be with you in time for your appointment.
From Virginia:
Take 395 N to the 3rd street Tunnel stay to the middle lanes come off 395 at 2nd Street and make a left at
the 2nd stop light onto H St NW, stay in the right lane and make the next right onto 3rd street Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church is the RED Church on the right side of 3rd Street. Park in to Church parking lot directly
across ( on the right ) from I St NW. If no one is at the door to greet you please ring the bell someone
will be right there to open the door for you. When you enter the building please tell the person opening
the door you are there for Life Christian Counseling. Proceed down the hall to the second door on the
right and enter the elevator through the lobby. GO to the second floor when the elevator opens on the
2nd floor there will be a lobby style seating arrangement on the left wall please have a seat and the
counselor will be with you in time for your appointment.
Our after hours # is 301-646-5300

Monday-Friday, 9-5 only: 301-292-2778

www.lifechristiancounseling.com

E-Mail: info@lifechristiancounseling.com

